Ahsrrcict-Th is paper proposes I IP( I ntel I igent Internet Protocol) which effectively addresses the issues involved in wireless communication at Network Layer such a s support for mobility, frequent loss of connection due to fading, handoffs and security. We have chosen to use Intelligent Agent technology for our architecture of 1IP because it provides desirable properties such as Speed-up and Efficiency, Robustness and Reliability, Scalability and Flexibility, Development and Re-usability. We make use of .four Intelligent 
INTRODUCTION
While designing the architecture for Intelligent IP, we had four important design ob.jectives, to make our IP really intelligent cnough to solve the problems in wireless communication efliciently. This paper presents tlie nrchitecture of Intelligent
IP bxcd on following design objectives:
Dcsigii ol?jcctivcs Intelligent Agent based 1P has to be backward compatible with existing networks, i.e., it must handle all the existing ne twork tratli c successfii I I y.
Intclligent IP has to be Rexible; for example, various functionalities of Network layer such as security. support for mobility are to be evoked only when necded i n order to avoid excessive processing.
. Better cooperation und coniinunication between protocol layers are key requirements for improving Internet protocol performance in future. Hence. we have to design in such ; I f;isliion that later on TCP functionality can be added to form ;I coinpletc 11' stack, based on layer less architecture using Intel I igent Agcnts.
. Rapid development of new protocols. I n future new protocols would be implemented quickly by adding Agents with new functionnlities ;is required by new protocols. In our proposed IP, we make usc of four Agents. Each individual Agent follows BDI Architecture as an internal model. Every Agent is able to sense the environment i.e., perceptions are same for all the Agents. The IIP is intelligent in tlie sense that it learns from the environment dynamically and takes the best decision on the basis of present and past state information, among the various options available. A brief description of each of the four agents is as follows. as recoinmended by IPSec protocol, is to be used. IPSec also provides-ways to sectirc tunnels against false data origins, and encrypt traffic agninst unwanted network passive or active intruders from listening or modifying actions. Authentication, which is used for granting user x c e s s to corporate network and Encryption which is used t o transfer user critical infornlation through unreliable medium of the IP network arc the most important aspects which iire to be taken care of.
In addition. Principal Agent also acts as the fiicilitator that manages interaction between Agents for inter-agent communication. An Agent's belief revision function is : I mapping
which on the basis of the current percept and current beliefs dctcrinines a new set of beliefs. The option generation function. riptioris. maps ; I sct of beliefs and a set of intentions to a set of desires.
The purpose of optiotis function is basically to perform means-ends reasoning with additional constraints of being con.ristenf. A BDI Agent's deliberation process (deciding what to do) is represented i n the,fiho. function. 
In other words, current intcntions are either previously held intentions or newly adopted options.
The exrciite function will then return executable intentions which correspond to directly executable actions:
The Agent decision function, ac/ior? of a BDI Agent is then a function
and is defined by the following pseudo-code. 
IMPLEMENTATION OF IIP
Proposed lntelligent 1P is implemented at Application layer in Linux Machine. Linux kernel implcments a generic-purpose protocol, called PF-PACKET, which allows us to create a socket that receives packets directly from the network card driver. Hence, any other protocols handling is skipped, and any packets can be received. Using this PFPACKET Socket facility, we are able to bypass the tistial TCP/IP stack and receive the Ethernet frames directly at the Application layer. Since presently we are concentrating. on IP layer only, at Transport layer we are using U.DP.
Advnntuges y f iniplenienting IIP ot Application I q w
PF-Packet Socket type through which we are able to receive packets directly at Application layer is ;I stantlard socket type, which is available on all Unix machines, so our implementation is portable on all Unix machines.
At Application layer, we have access to facilities of modern high level language constructs. We are using facilities such as shared memory and processes. Each of our Agent is implemented as a process and to coinmunicate among themselves, they use shared memory. Now we present some case studies, to give an idea of how IIP reacts intelligently to different environment scenarios at network layer.
Case Stirdies
Each Agent in the.system, gets the common perceptidn from the environment. But since intentions of different Agents differ, each Agent responds independently to an event and update> itself with new options and intentions for future de- Case 1: Usual IP traffic is being received by our Intelligent IP and buffer overflow occurs in receiver's memory. Then AGENT3 sense this perception from environment, and sends ICMP-SOURCE-QUENCH message to sender.
Case 2: While receiving data if Agent? finds that 1P is not able to pass on the packets further, it sends back ICMP-UNREACH type message. Case 3: If IP sends data and some intermediate router finds that better route is available then router sends an ICMP-REDIRECT message containing the address of better router. So, Agent2 will get this information from Agent3 and next packet onward AGENT1 will send packets with destination address mentioned in redirect message.
Case 4:
If some intermediate hop finds ,that something is wrong with the header field of IP packet than it sends the source an ICMP-PARAMPROB message. On receiving of this message AGENT3 tries to locate the error and rectify it. Case 5: If mobile node moves to a new network, AGENT2, which is responsible for address related issues , senses this event and initiate procedures to acquire care-of-address, so that mobile node can receive packets from Internet hosts without losing existing connections. After acquiring new care-ofaddress Agent2 intimates AGENT1 that it has received new care-of-address and it should now receive tunneled packets with new care-of-address.
Case 6: If a mobile node is about to make handoffs, then AGENT3 takes action by stopping the data transfer for a brief interval and start buffering the data being transferred. After hantl-off has been completed. normal data transfer is resu nied. Case 7: Similarly if Agents sense from :the environment that link quality is poor due to fading effects, then system starts taking precautionary measures by reducing the data transfer rate and buffering the data being transrnitted, so that even if some packets are lost, they can be retransmitted locally only, instead of from the original sotirce.
WIRELESS NETWORK SETUP & EXPERIMENTS
We used the Wireless Network Setup as shown in Figure  4 . Experiments were perfoinetl using the machines namely EOD. WLAN and JALAW. While WLAN is connected to network with both wireless and wireline link, JALAW is having only wireless link with network. We can see that our Intelligent Agents based IP implementation's overall processing time for incoming packets is slightly more than that o f Linux kernel's protocol stack implementa-. . -tion. Following reasons can be attributed to this phenomenon.
Processing T h e
We have implemented our Intelligent Agent Based IP at user level in Linux. So when a packet arrives at the Ethernet interface. kernel always gets the priority to handle packets over any other user process [lO] . Because of this, even though our Agent Bused IP receives packet directly from Ethernet interface, it gets packet after some delay.
For transmitting the response packets also, since we are using PF-PACKET Socket facility, again user level process, which is obviously a slower method to transmit than the way kernel's TCP/IP stack does.
Rotiucl E.@ firtie
This test is to see average round trip time available with our implementation over il wireless link of bandwidth 2MBps. The round-trip time estimation is il critical part of TCP, since the estimated round-trip time is used when determining ii suitable retrmsmissioii ti me-oii t .
As one can note that we are able to achieve very less RTT (6-7 ms) with smnll packets, which shows that once TCP functionality is implemented. our Intelligent agent based IP would be able to handle interactive applications like Telnet, where response time upto 1501ns is acceptable.
RESULTS & CONCLUSION
From the results obtained, we can conclude thnt our Intelligent IP for Wireless Communication is compatible with existing TCP/IP stack and even though we have implcinentetl our architecture at user level i n Liniix, thereby not having.the advantage of faster handling of clata as compared to Linux kernel, overall processing delays arc coniparable to existing TCP/IP implementation of Lintix kernel. Also our Agent based architecture has atlcled advantage of bcing flexible. scalable and reusable. as more Agents can be added easily as and when new requirements arise.
